Claripatch pro
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

clarinet böhm

One Claripatch Pro set contains
-

2 sets of 8 different types of Claripatch
a pinch-patch ring with screw and screwdriver
a Clarimute
a storage case with 8 compartments for Claripatch
and 6 compartments for reeds
printed instructions

What are Claripatch?
Claripatch are very thin and reusable aluminium coated plastic patches cut with high
precision in different shapes. Claripatch are placed between the reed and the
mouthpiece of the clarinet. Claripatch allows you to make the most of your reeds as
well as noticeably prolong their life expectancy, all without having to modify your
mouthpiece in any way.
The philosophy behind Claripatch is that you no longer need to change your technique
to suit your reed; by choosing the suitable Claripatch you can adapt each reed to your
normal technique.
How does Claripatch work?
Claripatch adapts the curvature of the mouthpiece facing to optimise the reed’s
vibrations. It also reduces energy loss caused by the reed hitting the lay, and thus
Claripatch creates the pleasant sensation of greater flexibility. Contrary to other
existing systems, Claripatch allows modification of all parameters of the curvature: not
only the length of the facing and the size of the opening of the mouthpiece, but also
the overall form of the curvature.
The eight Claripatch – Profiles
Two years of research were necessary to bring the system to fruition. Eight profiles
among hundreds of prototypes were chosen in order to address the reed problems
regularly encountered. For a new or ageing reed, for one that is too hard or too weak,
too bright, too woolly or too wet, or for a reed that lost its support there is a Claripatch
profile.
You can overlay identical or different patches to obtain a greater variety of lays. With
all 16 patches, you have in theory 6561 possibilities, however it is preferable to
restrict yourself to a smaller number of combinations!
Claripatch is a precision product
The eight Claripatch profiles modify the curvature of your mouthpiece by 2 to 5 onehundredths of a millimetre with a degree of accuracy of ±2 microns. The pinch-patch
ring allows you to maintain this same precision once you place a patch on your
mouthpiece. The material used in the fabrication of Claripatch is non-toxic, food
compatible and extremely strong; it is a type of plastic that is also used in space
programs.
Generally speaking, clarinetists who use a mouthpiece with a small to moderate tip
opening, a fairly long facing, a firm reed, and who take a relatively large amount of the
mouthpiece while exercising moderate pressure with the lips, will obtain the best
results with Claripatch.
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How to use Claripatch
Mount your pinch-patch ring as follows (see pictures): unscrew the ring sufficiently to
be able to place it at the base of your mouthpiece. Use a standard reed (67.5 mm
long) and position it in the normal fashion, then bring the ring forward to the butt of
the reed. Gently tighten the screw. You will achieve best results in positioning the
reed when it is still possible to remove and reset the ring without touching the screw.
It is advisable to always leave the ring in place on the mouthpiece in order to avoid
any pressure that could break it. The ring is made out of polymer reinforced with
fibreglass, which makes it strong, but also prone to break if unduly stressed.
For users of shorter reeds (in particular German clarinets) the ring can be positioned
higher up on the mouthpiece, but each patch must be shortened very carefully to suit
the length of each reed.

Place one or more patches into the prescribed place on the pinch-patch ring. Set the
butt of the reed flush to the ring and let the reed drop onto the lay. It will already be
in almost the exact position. Hold it in place with the tip of the thumb of the hand
holding the clarinet, then centre the patch and reed using the thumb and third finger
of the other hand. Set the reed in the usual fashion then play. To remove the reed it is
advisable to slide it off to the side in order to avoid any adhesion between the reed
and the patch.
Care
Claripatch are extremely resistant but all the same must be handled with care to
ensure their full life expectancy. Claripatch are washable with water.
Clarimute
Clarimute is a silencer for the clarinet. It can be of help in various
situations, such as warming up without disturbing people, or training
the embouchure without having to produce a sound. Place the
Clarimute inside the bore of your instrument, between the barrel and
the upper part with the keys, and then assemble your instrument as
usual. If you now try to play your instrument in the usual way, no
sound except maybe some whistle notes at high blowing pressure will
be audible.
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Characteristics of the various Claripatch profiles
Each Claripatch has been developed to solve a particular problem.
Model

Reed strength

N
increases slightly

Function

Gives back an ageing reed its nobility, improves its
pianissimo and renders staccato passages clean and easy.
The reed can tolerate a higher degree of lip pressure.

Nobility

R
increases
Renew

B
increases slightly

Reawakens a good reed that has become a bit weak. It will
gain in strength and support; the tone it produces will be
cleaner and pass easily in a concert hall. It is easier to play
pianissimo.
Gives back brilliance and colour to a reed that has become
dull. Allows the player to achieve a soloist’s quality of
sound.

Bright
Gives back strength to a reed that has become feeble.

S
increases
Support

W
increases slightly
Wet

D

reduces slightly

Returns stamina to a saturated reed (for example at the end
of a rehearsal); allows the player to use reeds that tend to
squeal, and adds a touch of cantabile, but with a slight
decrease of the fortissimo.
Gives a sound that is mellow, dark and expressive in soft
sounds, mixes well for chamber music and is easy to play.
Forte sounds remain reasonably brilliant in spite of this.

Dark

reduces

Reduces the apparent strength of a reed. Its sound becomes
supple and easy, but its ff is less powerful with the same lip
pressure. It can be used very effectively in combination
with an L to render a new reed more pleasant and also to
protect it when breaking it in.

reduces

Allows the reed to vibrate over a greater length and renders
sound production supple and comfortable, yet keeps a clear
tone. Particularly well adapted for use with new reeds.
Serves as a “can opener” for very strong reeds. Helps the
player to hold a good abdominal support while keeping the
lip pressure to a minimum.

F
Force

L
Length

Claripatch is protected by pending patents and by a registered trademark.
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